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Sermon, 2nd Sunday after Christmas, January 2, 2022, Jane A. Beebe 

“On entering the house, they saw the child with Mary his mother; and they knelt down and paid 
him homage. Then, opening their treasure chests, they offered him gifts of gold, frankincense, 
and myrrh.” (Matthew 2:11) 
 

 The Feast of the Epiphany has its own day on January 6. However, the 

Episcopal Church has a choice of Gospel readings for today, and so we get to 

include the story of the wise men following the star and bestowing their gifts. This 

wonderful story occurs only in Matthew. I think there is something in the human 

heart that loves to hear stories of journeys. Often such stories include companions, 

people met on the way that support us, light our way, give us insight we need to 

know, or simply give us respite or shelter. There are signs to interpret and follow, 

guidance to accept, and decisions to be made.  

Who we are at the beginning of the journey may not be who we are at its 

end. Or perhaps it is better to say that we are invited to become more fully who we 

are meant to be. Over and over again in scripture our ongoing relationship with 

God is described as a walk. This is a wonderful thing. It is not only the end of the 

journey that is wonderful, it is every step along the way that we have in God’s 

presence, and walking alongside those whom we love. W.H. Auden wrote a text 

for a Christmas oratorio that includes these lines:  
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“He is the Way. 
Follow Him through the Land of Unlikeness; 
You will see rare beasts, and have unique adventures.” 
 

It seems I have been in a discernment process for much of my life—not 

because I have yet to “get it right.” I have, of course, made my share of mistakes. 

Here are some things I have learned: God is right there with us along the path; and, 

God does not keep the destination a secret. We may feel that we are in a fog as we 

were yesterday. Darkness and pain are also real. Still, I pray that all of us receive 

the Light of that “still-proceeding” star. Whether the celestial light that guided the 

wise men was planet, comet, or actual star, we can acknowledge that God created 

the lights in the heavens. And when they are not enough, God guides us with other 

forms of radiance, not least of which is the face of our tiny Savior.  

One of the gifts God has given us is the capacity for awe. Our Catechism in 

the BCP teaches us that adoration is one of the principal kinds of prayer. Isn’t awe 

one of its components? These days we use the word ‘awesome’ so often as a 

response that it may have lost some of its meaning and power. The wonderful 

Psalm 47 that begins “Clap you hands, all you peoples…” has the verse: “The 

Lord, the Most High, is awesome…” (Psalm 47:2) which I think is a legitimate use 

of the word. The wise men unashamedly show their capacity for awe. I read in a 

recent article that awe may be one of the more undervalued human emotions. 

Apparently awe has the capacity to reduce inflammation in the body! Yes, the star 
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leads the wise men—and us—to that place where the Christ-child is. Yet along the 

way the light and apparent movement of the star inspires awe, preparing the hearts 

of the wise men for seeing the Messiah.  

Is it any wonder that having opened their treasure chests, and offered the 

gifts they have brought, they kneel and pay homage? Matthew describes the 

material gifts the wise men bring to the baby Jesus: gold, frankincense, and myrrh. 

Much has been written about how these gifts symbolize various aspects of Jesus’ 

life and ministry: his preaching about the coming of the Kingdom, his priesthood 

and acts of healing, and his obedience unto death. They bring other gifts with them 

as well. These are harder to measure; they come from the treasure chests of their 

hearts.  

First is their perseverance. We do not know how many wise men there were; 

the text does not tell us. The traditional three arose from the fact that there were 

three gifts. Mathew does tell us that they have come from the east. “The east” is 

also ambiguous. The early church fathers assumed Persia, but it may have been 

Babylon. Either way the distance to Jerusalem would have been hundreds of miles. 

The journey by caravan would have taken weeks. Thankfully they did have that 

star to guide them, yet imagine  what faith it would have taken to undertake—

much less sustain—such a journey.  
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Second is their ability to interpret the prophets, and to follow the signs. They 

have determined where the Messiah is to be born based on a passage from Micah 

chapter 5:2: 

`And you, Bethlehem, in the land of Judah, 
are by no means least among the rulers of Judah;  

for from you shall come a ruler 
who is to shepherd my people Israel.'"  

These and the verses following have Messianic themes similar to Isaiah. This ruler 

will be a shepherd that will feed his flock, allowing them to live in security, and 

“…he shall be the one of peace.” (Micah 5:2-5) They have determined that the star 

they have assiduously followed is associated with the birth of the Messiah. It leads 

them all the way to where Jesus family is now living in Bethlehem, stopping over 

the very house. We may wish for ourselves that we have such divine GPS. Jesus 

becomes our lodestar, even saying of himself that he is the Light of the world, that 

we will not walk in darkness. 

Third, the wise men have the interlocking gifts of joy in worship and 

devotion to God. It is their humility that allows them to forget themselves and 

focus wholly on this holy child they have finally found. The fact that they are wise 

implies age, yet we do not know the age of the wise men either. Later Jesus tells us 

the way into the Kingdom is to become like little children. The sweetness and 

vulnerability of a new baby invites us to be our most gentle selves, open to 
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celebrating new life as we find it. The English translation of the text tells us the 

wise men kneel down and pay homage. The Greek word for ‘homage’ literally 

means to kiss the ground, to adore on one’s knees. This seems to show a more 

whole-hearted, unfeigned act of worship than the word “homage” conveys to us. 

When the wise men had seen that the star had stopped, they were filled with joy. 

This joy wells up in them; it, too, is a gift they offer to this tiny Messiah. 

Finally, we learn that the wise men are warned in a dream to return by 

another way. They accept this divine guidance, assured of its source. To be open to 

dreams sent by God, obedient to what the dreams have told them is their final gift. 

They protect the child from Herod’s rage, a rage disguised by his disingenuous 

wish to also pay homage. This “return by a different way” could also represent that 

the wise men have been changed, transformed by having beheld and worshipped 

the Messiah. They came to the end of their journey. Surely they leave again 

knowing that a new journey has been begun. May this be true for us as well. May 

our Christmas joy show us a new path: one full of Light. 
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Cleaning out drawers at home today while it snows outside. Found a poem I wrote probably 
more than 10 years ago.  
 
Snow Fall 
 
Scraps of poetry line his pockets, 
written in some forgotten language. 
If suddenly he shook out 
his perceptions, 
would they float in the wind 
only to fall in a holy drift 
waiting for an angel's imprint? 
 
 
 

 

 

 


